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42. See the description of DCE personnel in Science, Vol. 197, Mc. h309
(Sectember 16, 1977), p. 1166.

43 A preliminary report on tne l'obilization was carried in Science, Vol . 198,
;lo . 4315 (Octcber 20, 1077), p. 364.

44. The story of alleged police spying appeared en the same day (February 24,
1976) that i!RC licensing hearings on the Palo Verde reactors opened in
Phoenix.

45 Despite promptings from many on its staff, ACLU has chosen not to get
involved in the nuclear industry's impact on the colitical culture in
general.

46. Nuclear Power and its Alternatives, a neusletter published by the
Syracuse Pcace Council, April, 1977

47 A s tory on the Texas incident was reported, in part, in the Ueek in
Review section of the New York Times on August 9, 1974, as follows:
"The Texas state police have been keeping a kind of ' enemies list'
of their own, aimed at citizens opposed to building a nuclear power
plant."

48. In a personal communication, dated Hovember 7, 1977, Donna varnock of
the Washington Jased Center for Science in the Public Interest, writes
that she is preparing a soon-to-be-released monograph of nuclear related
civil liberties violations in the U.S.

%
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33 Mason Villrich, " Terrorists Keep Out'' Gulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
Vcl. XXXI, .?o. 5. (rcy, 1075) , pp. 12-16.

34. The connection between a free people and a free culture was established
years ago by John Dewey in Freedom and Culture (1939).

35 .!onnuclear Futures. co. cit.

36. As early as 1950, my mentor at the Universi ty of flichigan, James H. Gei sel ,
was suggesting that i f Arerica ever '' vent Fasc i s t" it would happen be-
cause people had learned how to think like generals and forgotte: bow to
think like non-combatants.

37. Garrett Hardin, "Living '.:ith the Faus tian Bargain," Bulletin of the
Atcmic Scientists. Vol. XXX11, :o. 1, p. 25

In a June 28, 1976, letter to The Heu York Tines, Richard A. Falk of
Princeton notes: "Even if we could contemplate a nearly flawless tech-
nology, we could not possibly envisage either a flawless cadre of human
overseers of this technolocy or social arrange .nts of such durability
as to provide protection for tens of centuries. Merely stating the
issue exposes the folly."

30. Another colleague, Roger A. Coatc, has recently suggested that the
placement of nuclear reactors in many third world countries may condemn
people living in them to semi permanent, totalitarian rule. }ews-Sun,
Sun Ci ty, Arizona (itenday, Octcber 17, 1977) under the headline:
" Professor Sees iluclear Threat to Future of Ocmocratic System."

39 rtark Reac~er, "Can Ue Live wi th i!uclear Power?" UI.'!, Vol . Xl i l , No. 6,
(February 17, 1977), pp. 16-17

40. The student newspaper at Arizona State Uciversity quotes John Rountree,
a public affairs manager for Standard Oil as admi tting: "The greater our
technology, the greater the surveillance. . . Money isn't available fo r
excessive surveillance. De won't allow it." " Atomic Power Fosters
Spying , Experts Say ," S ta te P res s , t!ovember 2, 1976.

Lt. "TV Station Cancels Shou en "uclear Thef t," Arizona Reoublic, October 31,
1976. The story reads in part, ''A network acventure progran about the
thef t of a radioactive element was drooped by a Iccal television station
Saturday night. Station officials said they feared it might inspire
similar action involving a nuclear plant being built west of Phoenix."

.
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25 2. Curnham (ed.), "The Threat to Licensed luclear Facilities," The
nitre Corocration, HTR-7022, 1 clean, Virginia, (Seotember, 1975).
This report has been discussed in greater detail by David Dinsmore Corey,
"The Perfect Trojan Horse," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists ,(June, i'T'

1976), pp. 33-34.

Harvey Wasserman in ''The Valley Advocate" alludes to an Oct. 31, 1975,
report authored by Stanford University law professor, John Carton,
entitled " Intensified :!uclear Safeguards and Civil Liberties," which
" links dangers from nuclear terrorism to a potential need for 'a nation-

' side guard force, greater surveillance o' dissenting political g roups,
area searches in the event of a loss of materials, and creation of new
barriers of secrecy around parts cf the nuclear program. ' " As reprinted
in the Meu Times,(Tempe, 'izona), December 0, 1976, p. 5

26. TI.e Silkwcod case is discussed at some length by Howard Kohn, "The
'!uclear Indastry's Terrible Power and How it Silenced Karen Silkwood,"
Rciling Stone, issue do. 183 (darch 27,1975) , pp. 43-46 and 50-62.

A British Royal Commission, headed by Sir Drian Flowers, concluded: "The
construction of a cruce nuclear weaoon by an illicit group is credible.
Ue are not convinced the Government has fully appreciated the i.; . cations
of this possibility." The Times (of Lcndon) September 23, 1976, p. 4.

27 See note II.

26. A more thorouch exploration of the relationship between inequality and
nuclear proliferation is offered in ;1 ark Reader, "The Social ' Fallout'
of Muclear Proli feration," Ulff, Vcl . XIV, ilo. 10 (March 16, 1978), pp. 7-9

29 Reader, " Social ' Fallout,' " c_n . cit. and Uilliam Epstein "Uhy"
. ..

States Go -- and Don ' t Go - iluclear ," s'ucl ear Proli feration" Prospects .
Problems and Proposals issue of The Ar.nais of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science (flarch, 1977), pp. 16-2G.

30. Reader, " Social ' Fallout,' " co. cit.

31. Denis Hayes, "Muclear Power: The Fifth Horseman,' The Humanist
(Sep tembe r/Octobe r , 1976), p. 26. This article is an edited versien of
one originally puolishco as Worldwaten Paper 6, Worldwaten institute,
Uashington, D.C.

32. Should U.S. energy demands continue to increase mitnout interruption
until ISC5, Lovins estimates the domestic nuclear fuel cycle uill recuire
"over 10C neu uranium mines, a new enrichm;nt olant, some 50 fuei
fabrication plants three fuel reprocessing plants. .the year 2000 f'nds.

us with 450 to 000 reactors (including cerhacs 30 fast breeders, each
loaded with 2.5 metric tens of plutonium). .' Lovins, " Energy Strategv. "

00. cit.
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10. Ru s s e l l \.'. Ayres, " Policing Plutonium: The Civil Liberties Fall-out,"
Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review (Spring, 1975), pp. 369-443;
J. Gustave Speth, Arthur R. Tamplin and Thomas C. Cochran, " Plutonium
Recycle: The Fateful Step," Eulletin of the Atomic Scientists (November,
1974), and National Council of churches of Christ in the U.S.A., "The
Plutonium Economy: A Statement of Concern (September, 1975).

11. iiational Council of Churches, icid.

12. See note 8.

13 "The Danger of Nuclear Proli feration," U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency pamphlet (llovembe r , i974), pp. 5-6.

14. Ibid, p. 6.

15 Robert L. Heilbroner, An inauiry into The Human Prosoect, (1974), p. 43

16. Jonathan Schell, The Time of Illusion (1975).

17 Mumford's work is in two volumes. Volume One, " Technics and Human
Development" was published in 1967, and Volume Two, "The Pentagon of
Power," made its appearance in book form in 1970.

18. The book was copyrighted by Ccamoner in 1971 and published by Knopf in
1972.

19 Ibid.

20. Among the most far-reaching pieces of federal domestic legislation was
the ;1ational Environmental Policy Act (.969). The Stockholm declaration
did not go far enough for many because of its acceptance of entrenched
economic and national interests.

21. Lovins, Non-Nuclear Futures, oc. cit., and Mark Reader, "Scme Costs,"
co. cit.

22. Reader, "Some Costs," co. cit.

23 Sidney Lens, "The Doomsday Strategy,' The Procressive, Vol. 40,
ilo. 2 (Feoruary, 1976), pp. 12-35

24. Ibid, p. 34.
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"0TES

1. Alvin it. Ueinberg made this case in " Social Institutions and Muclear
Energy," Science, Vol. 177 (July 7, 1972).

2. For discussion of this relationship, see Amory B. Lovins and John H.
Price, Mon-fluclear Futures (1975), ch. 2; Lovins, " Energy Strategy:
The Road Mot Taken?" Foreign Affairs (October, 1976); Lovins, Soft Eneray
Paths (1977), and Mark Reader (ed.) Energy: The Human Dimension (Tempe,
Arizona: Arizona State University Center for Envi ronmental Studies, .1977) .

3 Neither claim was entirely truthful.

4. The ambiguous wording and intent of these initiatives probably contributed
to their defeat. It was never certain whether initiative advocates
wanted to "stop" nuclear power, as the industry claimed, or merely wished
to ensure that the industry meet basic safety requirements.

5 For a statement of the Ford Administration-Carter positions on the nuclear
energy question on the eve of the 1976 elections, see the articles by
candidate Jimmy Carter and Ford Administration spokesman, Fred C. Ikle,
in the October 1976 issue of Bulletin of the Atonic Scientists.

6. Occupation of the proposed site of the Seabrook, N.H. reactors by scme
2,000 protesters began on April 30, 1976, a week after the tiobilization
for Survival, an anti-nuclear weapons and anti-nuclear reactor coalition
was formed in Philadelphia. liass demonstraticns at nuclear plant sites
had been experienced in Uhyl, Uest Germany as early as February 1975
and have continued intermittently in Germany and France ever since.

7 "No Alternative to Muclear Power," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
Vol. XXXI, Mo. 3 (Itarch, 1975), no. 4-5

8. " Nuclear Power. . Focus of a Burgeoning Controversy" (A Declaration.

by mcmcers of the American technical community). Mot itan Acart .
Vol. 15, No. 17 (Septemoer, 1975).

9 The phrase " plutonium economy" is assigned to the type of nuclear reactor
which extends limited uranium supplies by using plutonium wastes as its
fuei ana " breeding" more plutonium than it consumes in the process.
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states the actual chance of practicing republicanism and of continuing, fo r

very much longer, their lives, their liberties and their ability to pursue

happiness?

How will the nuclear alternative affect our lives ano liberties? No

one seems to know, and what's more, tco few seem to care.

.

*

This article originally apoeared in Peace & Chanae, Vol. V, No. 1,
(Spring, 1978), pp. 3-11.

**The earliest version of this paper was a statement read at a mass meeting of
Arizonans Against Nuclear Energy on the Arizona State University campus
Jover.ber 6, 1975 Subsequent versions apoeared under the title "Some Costs of
Nuclear Power," ECO, a publication of Friends of the Earth (November, 1975),
anJ in the Sulletin of the Atoric Scientists (April 1976), pp. 3-4. The thesis
was also used as tne basis for a paper cresented at a joint reeting of the
Southwestern region of the AAAS and Ari cna Academy of Sciences (April 20, 1976)
and was reported in the Arizona Daily Star (April 30, 1976). It was later
prepared for oral delivery before the subcoccittee on Energy and the Environ-
ment of tne Ccrmittee en Interior and Insular Af# airs, house of Representatives,
prior to the cancellation of these hearings by Rec. Morris Udall. As a result
of this cancellation, the statement was not delivered to Congress. The present
version is sucstantially revised.
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In this latter connection, it will be impcetant to get answers to quest: ens

such as these:

1. To what extent do local social indicators -- like a high crime rate,

unemployment, rapid population growth, large-scale illegal immigration, heacy

traffic in drugs, a clash of cultures, and a weak tradition of civil liberties --

suggest social instability and increase beyond current expectations the need

for security precautions at the site of each actual and proposed nuclear reactor,

and within the communities in which they operate?

2. To what extent does the safe operation of the nuclear fuel cycle

depend upon high levels of information, the quality of education, the avail-

ability of videly-shared skills and an enriched and open cultural milieu?

Or is a more limited and less open culture more compatible with the nuclear

alternative?

3 To what extent is the nuclear alternative changing the social, economic

and political character of the nation by creating new, and potentially anti-

democratic industries and habits of thought and acticn? What are the econonic

as well as the political costs of these changes?

4. To what extent will it be occsible to teach coming generaticns

democratic and non-violent values, to live hacoy and ocen lives, anc to avoid

anxiety in a society geared to the protection of nuclear energy plants whose

pnysical, ethical and human implications have never been fully or publicly

explored?

5 To what cxtent, i f any, did Congress -- in autnorizing the nuclear

alternative -- inadvertently deny to the states and tc the citizens within the
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opposition to the siting of a nuclear power plant near Dallas and alluded to

the still-controversial death of plutonium worker Karen Silkwood who was

involved in a nuclear safety dispute at the Kerr-ItcGee nuclear plant in

Oklahoma at the time of her fatal auto accident.b7

5

Two things are clear about these and related reports. They are not

ilkely to be exhaustive of actual or potential civil liberties violations in

connection with the spread of nuclear reactors around the country,bb and they

need not add up to a deliberate and clanned cattern in order to pose a thre.it

to civil liberties bv the covernment and the nuclear industry. Indeed, as

the reports themselves suggest, it is the nuclear caradox, more than any single

person or groups' ill will, which is endangering individual civil liberties

and the nation's political culture.

~

6.

If, and when, a congressional investigation into the nuclear reactor

impati cn civil liberties begins, as is presently being rumoured in the press,

questio 5 of two sorts must be asked: (1) hcw many de f acto violations of

civil liberties have actually taken place in connection witn nuclear reactor

operation? And as imcortantly, (2) to what extent has the fission commitment

contributed to the erosion of democratic political culture?
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The ACLU opposes the licensing and operation of any facility designed

to convert and deliver energy to consumers uncre governmental suppression

of information or the infringement of any constitutional guarantee

accompanies the licensing and/or operation of the facility or associated

facilities. Befere a license is granted for operation of any energy

facility a comprehensive statement should be presented showing that

protection of civil liberties has been considered and implemented.45

(4) In a more general article entitled, "huclear Power: Dictator of

Our Poli tical Future," Lorna Salzman, New York Representative for Friends of

the Earth, states that groups being spied upon in connection with their anti-

nuclear activities include Friends of the Earth, the Sierra Club, Ralph Nader's

public interest groups, Environmental Action, Environmental Policy Center,

Another liother for Peace, and the Union of Concerned Scientists. Salzman goes

on to claim that some utilities, such as Potomac Electric Power Co. have files

on environmental letter writers in general, that "Jacquelline Srouj i, aa FBI

informant, had infiltrated the reporting staff of the Mashville Tennessean

in order to keep tabs on an editcr and a reporter who had written articles

cri tical of nuclear power:" and that the State of Virginia "censidered a

bill in 1975 (proposed by the Virginia Electric Power Co.) to pernit VEPC0

to set up its cwn police force with the power to arrest anyone anywhere in the

0state and obtain confidential records en ci tizens.'

Sal nan also repeated widely reported charges that in 1975 tae Texas State

Police nad assemtled a dossier on a Continental s'irlines pilot because of his

.
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(3) In a li ttle notic.ed story of February 24, 1976, appearing on the eve

of licen's[ng hearings for one of the nation's largest ccenercial reactor

complexes being built 45 miles west of Phoenix, Steve Tragash of The Arizona

Renublic reported:

Police gathered intelligence on scme equal rights amendment backers during

a Jan. 30 protest at the State Capitol, a legislator charged lionday.

Representative Art Hamilton, 0-Phoenix, said at least four plainclothes

police officers admitted to him that they had taken notes on and pictures

of some citizens passing cut 'left-wing, radical literature.'

The demonstrators were distributing literature protesting American involve-

ment in Angola and nuclear power plant construction in Arizona, Hamilton said.

A second report of the event, complete with denials and countercharges,

was published some weeks later, on March 10, 1976, in The !!ew Times (Tempe,

Arizona) under the title, " Lawmaker Charges State, City Police Spied on ERA

itally, Calls for \latchdog."

At issue in both accounts of the event was whether police were engaged in

a legitimate act of " monitoring" a public demonstration or an illegitimate act

of crowd surveillance, tihatever the answer to this question, given its time-

proxirity to local i;RC hearings which led to the licensing of the Palo t!crde

.4uclear Generating Station (P'!i4G S ) , one can only wonder whether the event

created a " chilling effect" of the kind alluded to in a resolutien adopted

by tne American Civil Liberties Union board in Aoril, 1976:
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(2) The links between utility surveillance of potential and actual nuclear

cpponents, on the one hand, and governmer.tal intelligence units, on the other,

was alluded to a month later, on idovemoer 21, 1977, in The Washinnten Post.

Under the heaaline, "Muclear Plant Security Pnses Civil Liberties Dilemma,"

Post staff writer Bill Richards ote:

In July. . security experts from utilities across the country gathered in

Boston for a day-long seminar on an unorthodox sit-in hald last May in

Seabrook, ii.H. , by a groups called the Clanshell Alliance. . .

Organizers of the Bosten conference said it was held to discuss tactics,

not exchange names or security intelligence en members of the Clamshell

group, which has formed chapters around the country.

Still, at least one out-of-state security official who tcok part said he

came away with new intelligence information on the groun for his files.

And the New Hampsnire state police, who ran the seminar, list in their

tiles inaccurate information on the Clamshell organization, including one

note that informants said the sit-in was only a cover for ' terrorist-

activity' and that the group might include bombers.
.

A source for tre Mew Hampshire police files on the Clamshell Alliance

was John H. Rees, a publisher of a small Washington-based newsletter

that provides information on dissident groups -- including nuclear coconents--

to police departments and at least cne utility -- the Georgia Power Ccmcanv.

Since i ts April-f'ay occupct ion of the Seabrook s i te, the Clamshell

Alliance has tied itself loosely to what is likely to be a more national and

broadly based anti-nuclear, reace and environrental movement, the Mobilization

for Survival.b3 Uhether surveillance has teen ext:nded tc this latter group

is not knoun.
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As for the political cul ture and inf rastructure, there is every reason

to be concerned about daily accounts of the development of new and more exotic

surveillance devices to monitor nuclear reactors; security checks for mcre and

more people who are entering and being asked to leave the nuclear industry;

decisions to " beef up" military and para-military security at the site of an

increasing number of nuclear plants; the Carter Administration's decision to make

the licensing of nuclear facilities easier but not more democratic; the

acceptance by scoe industry representatives of some dr. cline in civil liberties

as the price to be paid for high energy technologies;40 local censorship of

network television programs portraying fictionalized accounts of nuclear

materials theft;bI intensification of an oil company utility media blitz

designed to sell nuclear power as necessary for a " strong" America; and the

creation of a federal Department of Energy presided over by non elected nuclear

advocates.42

Direct assaults on civil liberties as a result of supplying energy

through the nuclear reactor program are visible in growing number, too.

(1) Cn September 9 and October 5,1977, under the headlines "Ga. Power

Has Files on iluclear Foes," and " Utility: Deposition led to Firing," respec-

tively, The Atlanta Journal reported that out of concern about widespread

thef ts and new federal rules on nuclear pcwer plant safeguards, the Georgia

Power Co. created a security department in 1973 that presently has a plain-

clothes section of "nine investigatcrs, a buJget surpassing $750,000 and equiprent

described by sore as ecual te or better than that used by any police detective

unit in the state." The Atlanta Journal also reported that the ' utility's

files on individuals arc grcups considered ' subversive' to the oublicly

regulated utili ty's interests recortedly centain information gathered throuch

private anc questionable national intelligence scurces."
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elbowed aside to make room for all of the surveillance and ^upporting infra-

structure which the atom requires.3b

As Lovins argues, the nuclear alternative will culminate in permanent

systems of dominance and submission.35 As significantly, however, it will

also require citizens to think like soldiers rather than as free and open people.36

The second totalitarian feature present in fission power has been

identified more recently by Garrett Hardin, among others.37 Given a nuclear

technology which must be operated without major error for generations, given

an exponentially growing number of nuclear transactions and control points, and

given the fact that imperfect and free human beings are to be found at more

and more interstices of a nuclear fuel cycle becoming universalized -- how in

the real world can the impetus toward police state controls and nuclear

catastrophe be avoided?

For the most part, these questions remain unresolved.

What is certain, however, is that as nuclear reactors proliferate around

the globe, people in both tne industrialized and non-industrialized parts of

the v.orld will have to find ways of avoiding police states run, directly or

indirectly, by nuclear elites on behalf of nuclear interests.3 If this is

not done, then one can expect both the level of anti nuclear violence and

repression to rise and the chances of a nuclear catastroche to increase.39

4.

The evidence of civil liberties violations in America in relation to

nuclear acwer developrent is both direct and indirect, coerating at the most

/isible level of First Amendment freecons as well as the less tangible, but no

less critical, level of the sucocrting political culture.
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a simple paradox. Comreccial nuclear po.-er is viable under social conditions

of absolute stability and predictability. Yet the mere existence of fissile

materials undermines the security that nuclear technology requires."

And this is preci;ely wSat is happening in the real world today. The

need for greater and more sophisticated social controls is increasing directly

as are the number of sites at anich uranium is being mined, the number of radio-

active transportation transactions, the nurber of enrichment facilities, the

number of fabrication plants, the numoer of reactors, the number of radioactive

burial grounds, the number of nuclear technicians, the number of supporting

industries and the number of nuclear decisions and concerns. If Arory Lovins'

estimate of the hardware needed to run the nuclear industry over the next

generation is even partially correct, one can exoect the de facto destruction

of democratic culture before the year 2000.32

Mason Willrich seems to have anticipated some of the major social costs

of nuclear reactor proliferation in an article of May 1975. .There he pointed

out that an expanded reactor program would require protection against theft

and acts of terror; public and/or private nara-military units to safeguard nuclear

pcwer olants and the processes they set in motion; security consciousness in

;cvernrent anc in industry which, in turn, veould necessitate a security establish-

ment; developnent of appropriate surveillance technologies to guard against theft

and sabotage of nuclear materials; and the need to control " malfunctioning

humans" and, by imolicatien, the environments in anich they operate.33 Uhat

Uillrich seems to have missed, however, is that as these recuirements becare

more ccrorehensive and more permanent, derccratic political culture, ucon "nich

the actual nealth of all civil liberties ultimatelv decends, .,culd itself be
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enormous amounts of social control over tne whole of an ever-excanding nuclear

fuel cycle for extended periods of time and even then be prepared to exoerience

nuclear breakdowns.

According to this view, what the .lational Council of Churches said about the

potential totalitarian characteristics of the plutonium economy of *9 morrow may

be applied with equal truth to the actual workings of the fission economy of today:

"The drastic naturc of the nuclear threat is apt to elicit a drastic police

response. Even these measures, however repressive, might in the end prove inef-

fective."27

First, it is noted, the nuclear option intensifies the very conflicts it

must avoid if the nuclear fuel cycle is to be secured. It does so by aggravating

political, economic and ego inequalities -- either by dividing the human community

into nuclear "have" and nuclear 'have-not" nations and persons, as has happened

in world politics from 1945 onward; or by making some nuclear " haves" more equal

than others by denying the least-favored equal access to nuclear information

and technologies.20 (It is this latter circumstance which sets up the need for

a permanent political intelligence network and information-control.)

The result is familiar enough. As the least-favored struggle to free them-

selves from superpower dominance and secure the equivalent of nuclear parity

through military, technological and economic assistance from the superpowers,

the number and location of human transactions that must be controlled increases

exponentially. .even as the ator,begins to proliferate globally.20-

The nuclear paradox is thus set in motien. The more the atom proliferates

tae graater the need, and the less the abili ty, to centrol it.30 Denis Hayes

cescriber. the dilemma this way: "Argurents agains t nuclear ocwer are rooted in
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Shortly before Lens' article appeared, in a report prepared for the Nuclear

Regulatory Agency (flRC), the lii tre Corporat ion had recommended that in-depth

information about terrorist and "other threatening groups" should be obtained by NRC

from government intelligence agencies " including any information indicating a

potential threat to the industry generally, or to a specific company."25 Thus,

by the close of 1976, recommendations had been made to government to have the

surveillance network follow the nuclear industry v.herever, and cerhaps however,

it might decide to operate. The nuclear fuel cycle, along with its security needs,

was expanding exponentially.

But the most convincing evidence establishing the actual negative connections

between nuclear energy and human rights was, as it continues to be, provided by

events themselves.

Sir.2e 1975, the nuclear question has been kept alive by the Karen Silkwood

case, reports of radioactive leaks at storage facilities on land and at the bottom

of the seas, disintegrating space capsules, findings of special commissions in

Britain, electoral outcomes in Sweden, the loss and hijacking or large quantities

of fissionable bomb grade materials, the sale of atomic reactors to unstable or

dictatorial regimes, and mounting clashes between nuclear protestors and security

forces at the scene of atomic reactors in one community af ter another.2b

3

As presently conceived, the theory of the asic incompatibility between

atomic power and civil liberties runs something like this:

In order to avoid nuclear contingency - accident, theft of fissionable

materials, sabotage of facilities, war, b l ackma i l , uncon t rol l ed pro tes t s or

clandestine atomic ccmb-making ceople uno are entnralled to the atom must exert
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simal.taneously, prey.ent the lives of anyone's children from unfolding in

. ways other than those now narrowly being prescribed by this. . . year's crop

of nuclear specialists.

t!cw where have we ccme across this incessant need for securi ty before, and

what did it lead to then?. . .

It was just this sort of argument, because it was out of p.ecisely the same

sort of ungovernable circumstance, that helped generate the cold war; con-

tainment strategies. .and an unwillingness and/or inability on the part of.

democratic governments. .to protect even their own people and their own.

democratic institutions from being subverted by " security needs."22

At about the same time, peace activist Sidney Lens put the case against the

" peaceful" atom in an influential article entitled "The Doomsday Strategy"-

Who will guard against thef t of plutonium by terrorist gangs or guerillas?

The AEC itself, in the Rosenbaum Report of 1974 hinted that nothing less than

a police state will suffice. A million people have already been trained in

the handling, moving, and operation of nuclear weapons each one of whom

must be checked for security. llillions more will have to be similarly

checked as the reprocessing industry expands.23

And Lens added:

'The first and one of the most important lines of defense against groups

which might attempt to illegally acquire special nuclear materials to make

a weapon is timely and in-depth intellicence,' says the Rosenbaum Report.

'Such intelligence may involve electronic and other means of surveillance, but

its most important ascect is in fil tration of arcuos themselves. ' (Emohasis

added.) This task, says the report, must be undertaken not by the AEC but

by the U.S. Government, including the FBI, CIA and |iSA.'2h
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culmination of an anti-human technological dynamic and a civilization which had

foregone all restraints on power - constitutional and otherwise - long ago.

Environmental works like Barry Commoner's The Closino Circle, published originally

in The New Yorker magazine, completed the picture.Ib Commoner reminded those

who had forgotten, and taught aany who had never learned, that every human. decision,

includino the nuclear one, carries with it social as well as ecological costs, that

radiation is a continuing problem, and that humanity had best get clear about the

social costs of doing business if it wished to survive.39 These and similar

lessons led to belated and much-r:eded environmental legislation at the national

level and to a not-al together-satisf actory international declaration of environ-

mental rights at Stockholm in 1972.20

it was not until 1975, however, that a handful of environmentalists began

to talk and write about the negative political costs of atomic power and the inverse

relationship between it and democracy. By the end of that year they were beginning

to forge intellectual liras with oeace activists in the common understanding that

there never had been - and there never could be - any fundamental di fference

between the anti-democratic fall-out from atomic reactors or from atomic bombs.

Bath, they were beginning to realize, wculd lead, as they had a' ready led, to

the trammeling of fundamental liberties and to rule by narrow gauged military-

technological elites.21 The civil liberties case against nuclear reactors

was being developed in this way:

.if one faces the issue squarely. one quickly comes to understand.

that the social costs involved in running (nuclear reactors). .will

require us, minimally, to continue to exert enormous amounts of control

over the everyday lives of people in this and the next generation in order

to safeguard these plants against contingencies (read: people) and,
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The terrorist worry was popularized by economist Robert L. Heilbroner in his

widely-read An inauiry into The Human Prospect:

I do not raise the specter of ir.ternational blackmail merely to indulge

in the dubious sport of shocking the reader. Yet two considerations. . .

give a new credibility to nuclear terrorism: nuclear weaponry for the first

time makes such action possible; and ' wars of redistribution' may be the

only way by which the poor nations can hope to remedy their condition.15

Confidence in the non-violence of the atom was further shaken in a more subtle

way as well, as some people began to digest the lessons of the Vietnam Uar and

the meaning of the Uatergate break-in in what supposedly had been the bastion of

human freedom. With commentators such as Jonathan Schell and Ifannah Arendt,
.

they were beginning to conclude that the decline of democracy in America-expressed

in the rise of a surveillance society at hcme and in a brutal and unjust war in

Indochina-was tied directly to that country's role as a superpower in the Nuclear

Age.16 As Schell aptly put it, America's nuclear weapons credibility was at

stake in Vietnam and the sacrifice of traditional political liberties to the

" Imperial Presidency" and to Richard Nixon was the price Americans had paid to

maintain it.

Less definite, but in the long-run as consequential in destroying the image

of the peaceful atom, was a change in perception ushered in by the convergence of

the humanistic and environmental movements sometime in the early 70's. Uith

I
the appearance of portions of Lewis Mumford's two-volume The "vth of the flachine 7

during the decade of the sixties, it had become clear to literate audiences that

nuclear reactors were much more than accidental sources of energy developed as

a twentieth century af ter-thought. Rather they could be seen as the necessary

.
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nuclear explosive frem fissionable materials produced under its atoms-for-peace

program but, in so doing, had shattered the myth of the peaceful atom for all

times. In an atmosphere that w then charged with concern over domestic and

international acts of terrorism, many became persuaded that the nuclear-bomb

genie was about to get out of the bottle by virtue of atonic reactor sales

abroad. It would only be matter of time, they concluded, before "the Bomb"

proliferated around the world, the nation-state system itself was undermined, and

nuclear weapons would fall into the hands of terrorists and, more worrisome, the

mentally deranged.

In a carefully worded statement to the Conference of the Committee on

Disarmament (CCD), then U.S. Representative, Ambassador Joseph tiartin, Jr.

asserted: "'It is clearly impossible for a nonnuclear weapon nation to develop

a capability to conduct nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes without, in

the process, acquiring a device which could be used as a nuclear weapon '"I3

An even more comprehensive version of this view was already contained in the

ilay , 1971, understandings and declarations which accompanied the U.S. Ratification

of Protocol 11 of the Treaty for (,'.e Prohibition of Nuclear Ueapons in Latin

America:

' .the United States Government considers that the technology.

of making nuclear explosive devices for peaceful purposes is

indistinguishable from the technology of making nuclear weapons,

and that nuclear weapons and nuclear explosive devices for

peaceful purpcses are both capaele of releasing nuclear energy

'IOin an uncontrolled manner. . .
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Apparently accepting the first position, the governments of Europe, Japan

and, to a lesser extent, the United States had begun to seek ways of implementing

a plutonium based economy.9 whis decision, in turn, had created a predictable

backlash: protests in Europe and more sober consideration, on both sides of

the Atlantic, of the social fall-out which a breedor reactor program might

be expected to bring along with it.

Under this meanting pressure for U.S. commitment to the breeder as a

way out of energy crisis, Russell U. Ayres, J. Gustave Speth and the !!ational

10Council of Churches published separate warnings that the plutonium economy

would mean an end to civil liberties and the beginning of a police state every-

where. As the !!ational Council of Churches statement put it, in

an effort to suppress nuclear violence and coercion, to limit

the spread of illicit weapons, and to encourage the needed

perpetual social stability, the United States and other

countries may have to undertake massive social engineering

and to abrogate traditional civil liberties. The drastic

nature of the nuclear threat is apt to elicit a drastic

police response. Even these measures, however reoressive, might

in the end prove ineffective.II

And many scientists seem to have agreed: ". . satisfactory plutonium safeguards

procedures appear to require special pervasive security apparatus which could

take the United States a long way down the road to a police state."I?'

At the same time, these and other scientists were responding to the

second event referred to above. In 1974, India had not only detonated a
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The official view of the benevolent atom had begun to crumble somewhat

earlier, however. Two events of the years 1973 and 1974, the Arab eil embargo

and India's detonation of a nuclear device, had gradually led some voices to

raise the question of nuclear power and its relation to civil liberties.

Among its many. side-effects, the Arab oil embargo demonstrated the vul-

nerability of industrial civilization to an oil squeeze and accelerated the

drive toward national energy-independence and al ternative energy sources, chief

among them the nuclear one. The fear of energy blackmail and a general lack of

confidence in governments' ability to get through the energy crisis seems to

have cemented energy positions almost everywhere. For example, in a widely-

circulc;;" =*=+ement, 32 scientists expressed skepticism that people presently

living within industrial societies would, could and/or should curtail or change

their patterns of energy use and consumption during the next generation when

severe energy shortages might be experienced. They concluded that, consequen t l y ,

nations vould have to take the nuciear rcute to avoid catastrophe.7 On the

other hand, a large and equally ir.. ' ling grcup of scientists was finding other-

wise.

The problems new besetting nuclear power are grave but not necessarily

irremediable. A major program of reactor safety, clutonium safe-

guards, and, waste disposal research, conducted with much enhanced

priority and level of ccmpetence, might be able to provide the

answers to the technical concerns that have accumulated. In the...

meantime, however, the country must recognize that it now appears

imprudent to move forward with a rapidly expanding nuclear power

olant construction program. The risks of doing so are altogether

Q
too great."
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Energy decisions are tVught of as primarily economic and technological, with

publics expected to play supporting roles to elites who set energy policy.

Because energy questions are rarely put to the vote, many people seem more willing

than otherwise they might be to accept the claim that all they need do to assure

themselves a limitless supply of energy is maintain " eternal vigilaace" cver the

nuclear fuel cycle.I That idea seems more reauily apparent, at any rate, than

one which proposes that there might be some connection between energy choices and

personal liberties.2

Indeed, the technological skewing of modern culture is so complete that it

affects every side of the nuclear debate. Thus, as recently as 1976, when the

nuclear energy question was put to the voters in six western American states,

it was conceived of as a problem of " safety", with anti-nuclear forces calling

for a nuclear reactor moratorium on safety and financial grounds and nuclear

proponents complaining that such a pause would arbitrarily punish an Industry whose

safety and employment records were second-to-none.3 Those few voices that tried

to deal with atomic energy from a political and ethical perspective were drowned

out in the acrimoniuos exchange of statistics and ill will which pessed as debate.0

in retrospect, bewever, the safe energy campaign probably marked the last

time in America when the nuclear debate would, and could, be cast almost exclu-

sively in economic and technological terms. Even then, a series of seemingly

disconnected events were forcing the presidential candidates to consider the

political 't.plications of the nuclear alternative 5 and, within six months of the

electious, the Clamshell Alliance had succeeded in dramati;:ing its view that atomic

reactors posed a de facto threat to human life, liberty and happiness.6
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POLITICAL CULTURE IN THE MUCLEAR AGE:*

Atomic Reactors and the Threat to Civil Liberties **

Mark Reader

"Ue are committing a folly of thouchtless.1ess. It

must not happen that we do not pull ourselves
together before it is too late. We must muster the
insight, the seriousness, and the courage to leave
folly and face reality."

--Albert Schwei tzer
A Declaration of Conscience, 1957

1.

As with any unsettling problem, the civil liberties challenge posed by.

nuclear reactors remains obscured. When referred to at all, it is spoken of in

guarded terms, either as an insignificant contributor to events-past or, more

commonly, as something to be concerned about in the not-too-distant future but

not Just today, Until recently, the everydcy conflict between atomic energy

and human freedom was scarcely ncticed and routinely denied.

But events over the past several years have changed that. As both commitment

and resistance to atomic power as a way of solving the world's energy :risie grows,

it is becoming increasingly evident that fission power--in both its milita.y and

energy applications--cou constitutes a clear, present and continuing assault on

human freedom.

2.

This idea of the fundamental incompatibility between nuclear energy and

democracy is relatively new and, consequently, not very well understcod. Indeed,

the idea is so at odds with conventional wisdom that most official and popular

discussions of the energy crisis, and the atom's place in it, go on without it.
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s ta bi,l i ty , indeed, this was one c.f the major concerns voiced at a two-day

energy conference that brought Barry Commoner and 6,000 Arizonans to Scottsdale

in September of 1976 to corsider the implications of energy choices on their

lives, and was repeated in several energy town meetings held in six c mmunities

around the state in 1977

Nevertheless, without additional outside assistance in the form of legal

aid and media coverage, Arizona's indigenous nor-nuclear torces may not be able

to make the state a nuclear-f ree zone and to re-direct Arizona's energy future

along a more environmentally appreariate ar.J supportable solar path.

But if local critics of nuclear power are correct in their prognosis, more

is at stake in Arizona's nuclear controversy than the fate of the PVNGS as

economically and environmentally important as that might be.

Arizona's non-nuclear forces seem to be asking the rest of the nation to

decide whether nuclear reactors located in culturally immature parts of the

worlo committed to a high-technology version of economic development can be

run safely and without the permanent loss of ILerty for nuclear colonies and

colonizers alike.

What these desert grandchildren of Joseph Wood Krutch may be telling

us is that the time has come to choose between our money and our lives. Hope-

fully, we will not think the two cqual nor hesitate as long in reaching a

decision as did the comic character created by the late Jack Benny.
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Until recently Arizona's nuclear opponents--burdened by strained com-

munications and political intimidation and virtually without funds--have

blamed themselves for their lack of progress in stopping the PVUGS. Arizonans

for Safe Energy have had to live down the ambivalent nuclear " safety" position

it adopted during the safe energy initiative of 1976. Citizens for Environ-

mental Responsibility has added a technical hydrogen "fix" to its early

and continuing anti-nuclear stance, and members of Arizona branches of

nationally based environmental groups, like the Sierra Club, have been more

interested in day-hikes than in environmental protection and, as a rule, have

remained silent on the nuclear issue even when their nationals have not.

This process of self-recrimination and self-hatred, a common affliction

among the powerless, has begun to reverse itself during the past several

months however.

The newly formed Arizona Mobilization for Survival has interested peace

activists and some influential members of the Phoenix religious and profes-

sional community in the anti-nuclear cause and has linked up with anti-nuclear

coalitions, like the Cactus Alliance, across the state and around the country.

As promising, the argument first heard here about the inverse relation-

ship between nuclear power and democracy has begun to take hold in the

public consciousness.

Everyday there seem to be more Arizonans who are beginning to wonder

wnether a culture which prides itself on its violence--its ethic of unbridled

competition and the frontier love of guns--is a fit place to locate a tech-

nology which requires the highest measure of social control and political

- 2
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For a combination of environmental and cultural reasons, then, Arizona's

anti-nuclear forces are now asking for a permanent moratorium to all nuclear

construction in, and planning for, the state. Arizona's highly-charged

ideological atmosphere, they fear, will continue to cloud prudent scientific

and social judgments and turn this solar state into a permanent battleground

between pro-solar and pro-nuclear forces.

Given Arizona's present political climate, however, it does not appear

that the powers-that-be will heed this warning, and without political allies

there are limits to what anti-nuclear forces can do to stop Palo Verde.

The most visible self proclaimed environmental politician in Arizona

is U.S. Representative Morris Udall (Tucson). While Udall's House subcom-

mittee on environment and energy has held a series of admirable hearings on

nuclear power in recent years, Udall himself has sidestepped the nuclear

issue in his home state. When given the opportunity to move against licensing

of the PVMGS in the spring of 1976, he chose not to get involved; and he has

said publicly that radioactive wastes produced in Arizona will stay there.

The other po>sible progressive politician with state-wide visibility is

Governor Bruce Babbi tt who has indicated his willingness to accept units 1-3

of the Palo Verde complex as a fact of life, and whose solution to the

nuclear question is permit pro-nuclear, pro-industry forces to dominate

specially-arranged energy conferences and appointments.

With Arizona's political structure immobilized or actively supportive

of a nuclear presence in Arizena, in-state nuclear opposition is coming

from several non-elected sources: Arizonans for Safe Energy (ASE); Citi: ens

for Environmental Responsibili ty (CER); Ari:ena Mobilization for Survival; and

a handful of environmentalists, solar enthusiasts, professional people and

academicians.
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Consequently, "the Phoenix metro leadershio community" must be " organized

and galvanized, and motivated and equipped for the fray. .otherwise the op-.

position, which will be all of those things, is almost certain to carry the day."

As serious and sometimes comicel as is the problem of cultural imperialism

in Arizona, indigenous nuclear critics are even more worried that image dis-

tortions may adversely affect the quality of work at PVUGS and may have coloured

the way in which nuclear enthusiasts have read the environmental map of the

state.

While the utilities and URC scientists tend to see patterns of stability

and continuity in the desert, Arizona's nuclear critics wonder about the effects

on the safety and operation of the Palo Verde facility of periodic droughts,

torrential rains, flash flood, shifting water tables, high winds, sand storms,

earthquake af ter-shocks, and the cumulative destructive force of the ever-

present sun.

More worrisome a re wildcat strikes at the construction site and re-

- portedly low worker morale, a high accident rate on the state's railroads,

reoorts of shoddy workmanship and cornercutting in many indurtries, continuing

problems with organized crime and illegal immigration, and the ability of

Arizonans to generate a continuing nuclear leadership. These are taken as sure

signs that the state does not really possess the skills nor social climate

necessary to run the atomic industry's demanding high-technology for long periods

of time without incident.

In their eagerness to declare Arizona an ecologically and culturally

stable zone, critics fear nuclear advocates may have ignored or underestimated

the sudden discontinuities that are as much a part of desert life as are

the cactus wren and cholla plant.
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at the scene of a non-violent, non-nuclear protest at the Palo Verde site has

reported that kU$$h police photographed the license plates, including her cwn,

of all who attended.

Among local nuclear opponents, tnen, there is general agreement that in

order to hold onto its nuclear investment, APS intends to force its version

of reality upon Arizonans no matter what the human and political cort.

This view was reinforced recently when a group of self-appointed civic

leaders and developers, including APS oresident Turley, hired high-technology

advocate Herman Kahn to advise it on Arizona's future. As could be expected,

Kahn's preliminary report suggests that Arizona will continue its present energy

consumption patterns and lifestyle into the indefinite future without change

or interruption. As much was admitted by APS president Turley late in July 1978

in a well publicized speech delivered to a Phoenix Rotary Club luncheon audience

of more than 200 bankers, doctors , lawyers, judges, merchants, legislators, and

other civic leaders. As reported by the Arizona Republic in its lead story of

July 22, Turley told his audience that .

Phoenix has a leadership vacuum into which environmentalists,

no growth advocates and " social disruotives" will step if

responsible business leaders don't. . .

"I do not come here to suggest resurrecting the Establishment. .," he

continued, but "I fear that the 'scmecne elses' will come from the point of view

diametrically opoosite yours and mine as believers in the American economic and

government system," The Reoublic reported him as saying.

.
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Where information about the world is regularly distorted, where honesty

is absent from everyday dealings and where the environmental and human costs

of decisions are regularly ignored, these critics argue the chances for a

nuclear mishap in Arizona--and in all similar localities--move from the " probable"

to the "likely" column. In such cultures, they say, people will either mis-

interpret each other's motives escalating the social conflict quotient beyond

endurance, and/or they will misread both the lessons of their physical environ-

ment and their more technical instructions with tragic consequences to all.

By way of illustration, Arizona's nuclear spokesmen have already intro-

duced the paranoid style of Arizona politics into the local nuclear dispute

thereby guaranteeing an endless succession of nuclear victims and executioners.

In 1978, for example, a Japanese "no-nukes" peace delegation f rom

Hi roshima was denied a walking tour of the Palo Verde t!uclear Generating

Station and was photographed by an APS employee as it was driven in a bus to

the construction site; an APS public information officer for the PVNGS told

her audience, at a nuclear waste disposal symposium in Tucson sponsored by the

Arizona Atomic Energy Commission, that those opposed to nuclear power were

doing so because of hidden motives; cameras have allegedly been confiscated

from students who were touring the APS-run f acility because some were identified

as taking a course from a non-nuclear professor; at a State Board of Education

energy educati. task force meeting utility representatives opposed inclusion

of the words " conservation" and " renewable energy sources" in the group's

final report because of what they regardad as the "Oolitical" connotations

of these terms, and an official Arizcna Civil Liberties Union observer
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For example, Senator Darry Goldwater has tried to endow a chair at

Arizona State University to keep alive his ideals of laissez-fairism,

individualism, and Americanism; and the state's high schools continue to

require graduating seniors to take a course in the f ree enterprise system.

Uhen coupled with frontier ethics and frontier justice--which is neither

ethics nor justice--the of ficial ideology of Arizona's political and economic

establishment can easily be used to mask white collar and organized crime--both

of which are rampant in the state as a nationally-organized team of reporters

investigating the murder of Arizer.a Republic reporter Don Bolles made clear

in 1977--and/or to support religious and political fundamentalism which, when

converted into votes, usually turns up as an ingredient in Arizena's congressional

delegation.

Taken together, the business civilization and i ts less respectable

caricatures define the contours of Arizona's political and econcmic landscape

and give the state what is said to be its " conservative" cast.

It is this cultural configuration of economic greed and resulting

political reoression that has given local opposition to nuclear pcwer in

Arizona its unique thrust.

In addition to opposing the Palo Verde recctors on economic grounds

and questioning the need of Arizonans to foilow a hign energy consumption path,

Phoenix-based nuclear cri tics claim that Arizona's l i fes tyle--i ts cul ture--make

the state one of the least reliable places in the country in which to locate

any part of the nuclear fuel cycie.
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APS and Salt River Project provided water and pcwer to early farmers

and settlers; they now provide water and electrical energy to agribusiness,

modern industry, and homeowners. Fortunes have been made and lost in land

deals, honest and otherwise. The legitimate real estate lobby is a significant

force in local Arizona politics today, but so too have been those recently

convicted of land fraud. And Arizona's mining industry continued to wield a

disproportionate amount of political clout for its size and payroll. By way

of example, it is now clear that industry lawyers draf ted recent legislation

which will permit uranium mining-milling interests to deed low-level radioactive

wastes to the state at a fraction of the cost of clean-up.

On the communication's side, Arizona newspapers--especially the Arizona

Republic / Phoenix Gazette (which control the information flow to most central

Arizona residents)--are notorious for their political dogmatism and ability to

make or break political candidates, and the state's two largest universities,

Arizona State University (Tempe) and the University of Arizona (Tucson), are

geared toward technological excellence and corporate interests. Indeed, a

recently retired dean of Arizona State University's College of Engineering led

a successful, state-wide, pro-nuclear media campaign to defeat a safe energy

initiative in the state in 1976.

Arizona's pattern of wealth and power has given the nation a distinctive

group of political leaders and value-makers who share in commen a commitment to

social Darwinism--the official ideology of America's business civilization at

the turn of trie last century--aleng wi th an advanced case of 20th Century

naricnalism and aggressive anti-communism-
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In briefest terms, what makes Arizona an atiractive place for nuclear and

other high-technology and high-energy planners is the seeming infinite malleability

of both its land and its pecole.

Anglo settlers in Arizona--from nineteenth century miners and Mormon

farmers to present-day suburbanites in Phoenix and Tucson--have traditionally

sought wealth by exploiting the state's mineral (copper) rich rocks and

mountains and by turning the Sonoran Desert into, first, an agricultural oasis

and, more recently, s realtor's dream of massified communities and playgrounds.

To do this, they have expended an enormous amount of energy levelling

mountains, lowering the desert's water table, changing the flow of the state's

natural rivers and privatizing everyone's experience. In the process they have

altered much of the living desert--destroying sizeable portions of its natural

vegetation and wildlife--and virtually obliterating indigenous indian and

Mexican cultures in favor of an all pervasive, energy-intensive, consumption-

oriented civilization of their own.

To live in today"s Arizona one must be able to rely on one's automobile,

shopping center, air conditioner, and mass media to get to work, buy food, cool

one's home and keep in touch with the affairs of the state and of the world. . .

or so a largely migrant population without desert living exoerience is taught.

flodern sources of political power and values in central Arizona, where

the PVilGS is being located, are built around traditional sources of wealth

(water, land, minerals, and energy) and the special ccmmercial, transportation

and communication needs of low-density, high-mobility populations living in a

desert region.
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Add to this tra lack of effective state laws governing the nuclear industry

in Arizona, the availability of relatively inexpensive land on which to build

gigantic nuclear parks, and generally favorable weather conditions which lengthen

the building season; and one may confidently expect lower-tnar. usual nuclear

construction costs at PVUGS and elsewhere.

The point has not been lost on utilities' spokesmen. Thus, APS president

Keith Turley estimates that industry savings in building PVMGS units Hos. 4 and 5

at Uintersburg might run as high as $300 million by taking advantage of work

al ready in progress.

But the absence of state-initiated nuclear regulatory legislation in Arizona,

coupled with no requirements to show "need" for atomic produced electricity,

as in California, may be an even greater incentive to investors.

in its home state, California Edison, for example, faces tough laws that

have brought development of new plants to a standstill pending solution of

the problem of permanent disposal of radioactive wastes from reactors.

"Even without those laws," the Arizona Daily Star reports, "the utility

would face a three year process of scrutiny and studies before approval of the

plant site."

But with the acquiescence of the Arizona legislature, both major political

parties, state boards and agencies, and a public ooinion shaped by the pro-nuclear

news media, lag-time in Arizona may be reduced to a matter of months.

And this suggests the final, and perhaps the decisive, reasons for locating

atomic reactors in this sun country: Arizona's much-touted lifestyle which seeks

to put a boat in every carport, a swimming pcol in every backyard, and a putting

green around every cactus.
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If one looks at geological survey maps and statistical references alone--and

conveniently forgets the lives that grcwing numbers of people who inhabit the

reasonably be expected to live under a nuclear umbrella--Arizonadesert might

seems ideally suited to an industry plagued by fears about its expanding nuclear

fuel cycle that has become national in scope and location.

Superficially, the physical endow.ent, settlement and skill patterns

present in Arizona promise to shorten the span of the nuclear fuel cycle sig-

nificantly thereby reducing or containing the chances of radioactive accident,

sabotage, or theft of materials to a very limited part of the country.
residents confined toilith the prospect.of uranium resources nearby, most

a handful of major population e. enters in the state, a desert to absorb potential

radio-radioactive-laden mistaYes and to serve as a burial ground for high-level

active wastes (as is currently being claimed in an industry promoted ERDA pub-

lication--76-162, "The Management and Storage of Commercial Power Reactor \lastes"),

and Arizona's two major university's turning out a homegrown supply of nuclear

engineers, the state seems a perfect place to locate a technology that no one

really wants.

Even if things go wrong at PVi!GS, it is felt the negative fal1 out might

be more tolerable to the nation generally if it involves only a relatively few

people living an unremarkable existence in esoterica.

From a short-term investment point-of-view, the econcmics of a nuclear

Arizona seem sensibie, too. !/ith utility rates expected to climb and an energy-

the next generation andguzzling Sun Delt population expected to grow throughout

a hal f (the projected li fetir'e of each atomic reactor), nuclear power seems

like a good bet.
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As natters now stand, APS owns 29.1 percent of the first three units;

Sal t River Project (of Arizona), 29.1 percent; Public Service Company of New

ilexico, 10.2 percent; El Paso Electric Company, 15.3 percent; and Southern

California Edison Company, 15.3 pcreent. (Arizona Electric Power Cooperative,

with 2.4 percent, recently droppeo out of the project as did Tucson Gas and

Electric earlier.) But, as the Los Anceles Times reports, through a complex

contract the L. A. Department of Uater will sventually become a partner in owner-

ship of these three units, potentially kicking up California's cut of the complex's

atomic generated electrici ty even further.

Should the two new units be approved, out-of-state interests will own all

but APS' 39.1 percent share. Southern Califo~rnia will control the second largest

bloc of stock with 32.3 percent; Los Angeles Department of Uater and Power, 11.7

percent; San Diego Gas & Electricity Co., 5.2 percent; El Paso Electric Co., 4

percent; Mevada Power Co., 2.2 percent; and five California municipalities -- Ana-

heim, Burbank, Glendale, Pasadena, and Riverside -- 5.5 percent.

This stock-holding pattern, plus some recent developments in the state's _

legislature, lends credence to the belief that Arizona is being turned into an

energy colony. As the Arizona Daily Star recently noted, Caiifornia Edison

and other out-of-state utilities may eventually own half of the nuclear plant,

and a corresponding portion of the electricity produced at Palo Verde will ficw

beyond the state's borders.

Despite enough sunshine to make it as the first self-sustaining solar state

in the union, Arizona is "goir.g nuclear" for a combination of environmental and

cultural reasons.
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heart of this capital city of a million people, the facility has been under con-

struction upwind at Wintersburg since the summer cf 1976.

After examining the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's " Yellow Pages,"

NUCLEUS, a publication of Arizonans for Safe Energy, a local anti-nuclear group,

reports that as of November, 1977, Palo Verde Unit No. I was 15 percent complete;

Unit No. 2, 6 percent; and Unit t!o. 3, less than i percent.

Construction permits for two addit:enal, equal size 1270 megawatt each

reactors were requested from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) early in

Narch, 1978, and knowledgeable observers who have visited the Palo Verde building

site say that Arizona Public Service (APS), chief honcho of the entire project,
~

may be thinking of locating as many as ten units at the Hintersburg facility before

it is through.

Barring construction delays and cost over-runs, the first of these ap-

proximately $1 billion each reactors will go on line in 1982, with each additional

unit scheduled for ccmpletion at two year intervals thereafter through 1990.

fluch of the anticipated 6350 megawatt electrical c.apacity generated by these
~

five PVNGS units will go out-of-state. .to Southern California, New Mexico,.

|levada, Texas and perhaps elsewhere, with the remaining electricity slated to feed

what its owners hope will be a continuing and expanding energy appetite for an

Arizona programmed for grcwth.

Aporoximately 41 percent of the electricity generated by the first three

PVf!GS units is intended for export to Sun Belt states, and The Arizona Republic,

the state's largest and pro-nuclear newspaper, reports that nearly 55 percent of

the electrici ty f rom the two newly-requested units could go to Southern California.

The ownership pattern at PVNGS suggests that this may be a censervative

estimate, however, as California utilities and connunities beg:n to run into strong

citizens' cpoesitien in <ern County and at tne proposec Sundesert facility near

31ythe.
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RECIPE: Take one migrant people unfamiliar with
desert ways. fiix with the dream of unlimited,
cost-free growth. Atomize. Result. . .

UUCLEAR STEH: ARIZONA-STYLE *

11 ark Reader

PHOEMIX: Uhile resistance to nuclear power grows across the country, sunny

Arizona is rapidly being transformed into the nuclear axis of the Airrican south-

west.

One of the world's largest commercial atomic reactor complexes is under

construction 45 miles west of Phoenix, California utilities are mapping the Arizona

side of the Colorado River for additional reactor sites, and the nuclear and oil

industries are seeking to expand the state's uranium mining industry as the nearby

?!avajo nation moves to control uranium deposits of its own.

On the other end of the nuclear scale, the feJeral government and Arizona's

political establishment continue to consider the state a prime atomic launch-

pad in the event of general war:

Muclear-armed ICOM missiles are in place around Tucson, test sections of the

much disputed mobile tiX missile system are being dug at Dateland near the tiexican

border, Luke and Villiams Air Force bases craw military personnel into the Phoenix

metropolitan area, and sizeable segments of the great Sonoran Desert continue to

be used as a gunnery range and storage bin for unexploded bombs and shells.

Of all of these nuclear and military related prcjects, the one most critical

to the energy and oolitical future of the southwest and the nation at large is

the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVMGS), A bus ride away from the

*A number of working drafts on this subject, written and revised throughout 1977-73
preceeded this final, corrected oerspective of Ari:ena's place in the nuclear
fuel cycle.
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What does it matter if Federal and State authorities share

jurisdiction over a technology that people can't manage?

9 Public Participation. The IRG draft report assigns the public

a passive role in the waste management and related issues.

Uhat the IRG has apparently never learned is that the durability

and success of any public program depends upon the continuing

consent of the governed, and that such consent is not likely to

be approximated without broad, and continuing participation in

matters which affect people's lives, liberties and ability to

pursue happiness.

it is this perceotual failure which makes any proposed nuclear

waste program unworkable in the present circumstances, and which

is the heart of deep-seated lack of confidence in the policies

of governments.

10. Transportation. There is a need to calculate the number of

radioactive transactions that are and will be involved as

wastes are processed and disposed of. From a social and

freedom point of view, the fewer such transactions, the better.

Uhether the transportation problem can be solved without the

need to forfeit human liberties remains in doubt.

11. Imolementation. Legislative Requirements. Etc. Should be

redrawn with an eye toward altering nuclear policy and con-

sidering the human dimension at all points in the process.

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal.
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6. Defense High-level ifaste. Acceptabic. But, again, must be

tied to an international, non-nuclear perspective designed

to settle the world's energy requirements equitably.

7. Uranium itill Tailings. tio new uranium mines / mills should

be opened; those that are in operation ought to be closed

down as quickly as possible.

The proliferation of uranium mines in the American west and

elsewhere (Aus tral ia, for example) continues to take place

without adequate attention being given to the social and

security impact of increased radioactive transactions throughout

the whole of the fuel cycle.
..

8. Institutional Issues. This section is marred by the conceit

that it is possible/ desirable to maintain a time-bound polit-

ical system for geologically extended periods of time, that

scientists and politicians are the key to resolving the

nuclear waste and related fuel cycle problems, and that lead-

ership rather than membership, or citizenship,must dominate

human relationships.

The nuclear question is now larger than both the federal and

the nation-state bargain and must be resolved in new contexts;

social scientists and humanists must be included on any plan-

ning council; citizens must have a much more sizeable role to

play in policy formation than is currently anticipated; and

studies of the cultural infrastructure must be made over

extended periods of time to assure that the nuclear technology

is a humanly manageable one.
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5. Tentative Policy Reccmmendations. The whole of the licensing

process should be opened to greater public scrutiny, with

the composition of the NRC and the DOE to change by including

social scientists, humanists and citizens on its decision-

making councils.

If the representational base of these agencies is expanded as

indicated, then and only then might one support an option

to extend HRC authority to cover disposal of all radio-

active wastes produced in the military /non-military sectors.

Reprocessing should be avoided, however.

. Recommendations intended to construct waste disposal facilities
_

on a regional basis must be re-thought. The difficulty with

this approach is that it fails to consider that some human

cultures--and not simply some geological formations--may

be more appropriate than others to locate waste facilities.

The IRG might also consider whether one or several deposit-

ories is more suitable to the human condition, given problems

of security, transportation and the like. For example, it

might be more humanly supportable to confine the nuclear fuel

cycle to a limited area as one moves to get out of the nuclear

business once and for all times.

It might be desirable to use some public funds to inves-

tigate non-capital intensive and simple technologies for

the disposal and/or neutralization of radioactive materials.
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The reason for this is not hard to find: it reflects the general

myopic view of oolicy makers about nuclear issues and their con-

tinued insistence that the matter is a scientific and technical--

rather than a social and human--one.

3 Proposed Objectives. Uith the exception or its truncated

view of the future, this section seems generally accept-

able. Almost all of us would agree that radioactive mate-

rials must be isolated from the biosphere forever. Whether

this can be done, and at what human cost, is less certain,

however.

4. Technical Findings and Conclusions. The IRG's " systems"

approach is welcome, but it is bathed in fog. Any systems

approach must take into account living social and human

systems as well as technological and scientific ones.

Again, the exclusion of social scientists and humanists from

policy decisions recommended in this and other sections is

symptenitic of the limitations and biases of the IRG's

" technological approach" to the waste management issue, its

complete failure to consider the mechanism of culture by

which all knowledge and technologies are produced and sus-

tained, and its misunderstanding of how " social consensus"

is to be obtained.

All require full and lengthy public discussion in this and

future generations, and no such provisions seem to have been

made in the draf t report.
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The intensity of opposition to present nuclear policy can be

measured in proportion to the extent that each person values

her or his life, liberty and happiness.

.There is some agreement that the toxicity of radioactive

wastes makes no distinction whether produced in the military

or civilian programs and thus must be safeguarded under "the

same strict safety criteria. .".

However, there is fundamental disagreement about whether any

additional radioactive wastes should be produced in either

the military or civilian nuclear programs.

While the IRG may have reviewed "the dimensions ar.d implications"

of the radioactive waste issue from the standpoint of the future,

some of us

a. doubt that it has entertained all possibilities

(see Reader, "fluclear Power and the History of

the Future"), and

b. are distressed that non nuclear, sustainable and

more benign energy futures have not been system-

atically reviewed by the reporting agencies.

The viability and neutrality of the IRG recommendations must

remain in doubt given the IRG's continued commitment "to

alternative nuclear Tutures."

2. Interim Strategic Planning 3 asis. There is a decided lack of

involvement, meaningful or otherwise, of social scientists,

humanists and citizens at this, and other phases of the plan-

ning process.
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b. protect the energy needs of all nation-states

and peoples, without resorting to the nuclear

option, and

c. speed up the redistribution of the wcrid's

wealth, power and status.

Without such a move, the nuclear fuel cycle will proliferate globally;

the nuclear waste problem will become unmanageable, and human life, liberty

and happiness will scon be forfeit.

The job of statesmanship in this part of the century is to get us out

of, not further into, the Nuclear Age.

111. THE DRAFT

Insofar as the policies recommended in the draft are inedequate, it is

because they fall to take into account the human and social predicament in

which we find ourselves. The following comments are to be read within this

broader life and death context: .

1. Relationship to Nuclear Power. How, and who, is to inform

the President "of the nature and intensity of public views"

on the nuclear waste issue when the IRG itself seems not to

understand it?

For the record, what many of us are telling both the IRG and

the President is that current nuclear policy is dead wrong

and that it is likely to get us all killed, sooner rather

than later, unless it is changed.

.
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the world, and that both can be regarded as the building blocks of a new

culture which can neither be sustained nor enet ed.

Accordingly, the policy of the United States and other governments

must be to abandon the Atomic Age as quickly as possible.

As I have argued in materials previously submitted, and in a new piece

(" Energy and Peace: Toward an Ethical Energy Policy,") present policy *

cuts in exactly the opposite direction, pushing the world daily closer to

the threshold of nuclear extinction.

II. POLICY ALTERNATIVES

Given an understanding of the issues involved, plus rapidly escalating

citizens' resistence to an enlargement of any part of the nuclear fuel cycle

(as evidenced, in part, by the citizens' comments already received by the

IRG as well as the force of recent events in Austria, Sweden, etc.), it is

essential that the following policy alternatives be implemented immediately:

1. A pause, or moratorium to the further extensior. of the

fission optien, so that both the quantities of radio-

active wastes, and the politics among and within nations,

can be stabilized.

2. Widespread public discussion of the nation's and the

world's energy future.

3 Opening of discussion at the global and the governmental level

of bow to

a. universalize a nuclear moratorium
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CRITlquE OF REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT
BY THE INTERAGENCY REVIEW GROUP

CN

NUCLEAR WASTE MAtJAGEMENT

October 1978
TlD-28817 (Draft) ,

Mark Reader

i should like to thank the interagency Review Group for extending the

time period for comment on its draf t report. It makes it possible for people

like myself to comment on a matter of public policy whic! involves the fate

of our children and of all humcnity in this and subsequent generations.

1. POLICY CRITIQUE

My fundamental objections to the draf t report revolve around matters of

policy upon which much of the concrete recommendations are predicated.

The report attempts to resolve the nuclear waste problem without (a)

controlling the amount and sourc-s of increased production of radioactive

materials, and (b) attempting to deal with the fundamental question of what

type of life people everywhere and anywhere must lead to support a nuclear ,

fuel cycle which 's being located at more and more places on the race of
_

the earth.

More specifically, i see no evidence that either the IRG, the DOE or the

President himself has given serious thought to the implications of their

nuclear policy on the critical human issues of war and peace, freedom and

slavery, equality and inequality and ecological harmony or discontinuity for

Americans, and people everywhere, in this and future generations.

What neither the IRG nor the President seem to understand is that the

nuclear waste problem is part of the broader problems posed by a nuclear

fuel cycle which is growing exponentially in this country and throughout

* ith the exception of some phrases designed to explain textual references this, inW
substance, is the critique as sent to IRG participants John Deutsch, Roger LeBassie
and Uilliam Homberg, as well as president Jimmy Carter, on November 27, 1978.
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cry around which much of global and domestic politics will revolve in the months

and years ahead.

At long last -- as the control aspects of nuclear power are being felt in

higher utility rates, growing fears of nuclear accident-thef t-sabotage,more

than the random denial of civil liberties and perpetual elite rule - people are

beginning to tell their governments that they cannot live in freedom or security

with nuclear weapons or nuclear reactors at their backdoors and that politicians

everywhere will simply have to find ways of solving the global energy / political

crisis without laying disaster certain onto the human species.

More specifically, an emerging coalition of environmental, peane, citizens,

religious and devolution groups are beginning to realize that if the governments

of the world were really thinking clearly about their commitment to global peace

and freedom they would give up the nuclear illusion and try to settle the world's

energy crisis by redistributing the world's wealth and power.

Barring such a move, the burden of saving the species from disaster will,

as it so often has in this century, fall to common people in community after

community who, in their outrage and horror at the real prospect of the radioactive

contamination of the earth, will never accede to humanity's and the planet's

ruin.

We are back to square one. It is the start of protest-time all over again.
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liberty, but the possibility that homo sapiens will end up dead if it tries to

do without it.

A peasant's logic this! "Uhy not accept large-scale human suffering.and)

destruction rather than taking the impossible, because unproven, chance of

promoting life by changing one's ways?"

It is this twisted thinking which has the effect of dumping a fatal and

insoluable problem into the mainstream of human life that now complicates the

nuclear paradox beyond redemption and which, thankfully, also makes it possible

to rise above it.

It explains why the policies of the nuclear-have nations continue to be

received with skepticism by nuclear have-nots intent upon securing equality

within the nation-state system and by citizens concerned about maintaining

their lives and liberties as nuclear reactors are introduced into their com-

munities.

And it also explains why nuclear proponents have chosen to try to enlarge

the world's energy-economic pie while, at the same time, risking a nuclear

security backlash which can only result in nuclear catastrophe at some point

and the marked decline in human liberty along the way.

By making an absurd demand at the control end of the nuclear paradox,

nuclear proponents have succeeded in doing what tne Ban-the-Bomb and modern

peace movements have never been able to do:

They have convinced growing numbers of neocle that the oniv way out of

the deadly nuclear dilemma is to re:eal the !!uclear Age.

This was the central message being delivered at Seabrcok on April 30

(1977) and during the first week in May (1977), and this will beccme the rallying
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it is already losing through a widening of the arena of nuclear conflict.

The nuclear genie has gotten out of the bottle and however impressive

any negotiated short-term nuclear arms settlements and human rights achieve-

ments may seem they will more than likely be off-set by what now appears to

be a comprehensive and worldwide need for total social control to prevent

conflict at any point in wha t is fast-becoming the global nuclear fuel cycle.

But the paradox alone does not account for the planet's worsening nuclear

situation. After all, as Alexander demonstrated long ago, we could -- had we

the imagination and determination to do so -- reject the terms of the paradox,

step back from it and cut the Gordian knot.

All we would have to do to ease our nuclear perplexity is end our moral

ambivalence toward the atcm by declaring quits of the game.

But this is precisely what no nation state seems willing or able to do

at the present time, in part because governmental leaders are too busy worrying

about the global energy-crisis to see the paradox at all, and in part because

renouncing the nuclear system means ending the system of inequality and structural

violence upon which it is based.

All official nuclear policies, then, are being made within the context of

the economic, political and sccial status quo.

What dominates the concerns of nation-state actors is that civilization

itsel f may well come apart, with cataclysmic consequences to humankind, if the

world abandons its grcwing nuclear commitment. As much was admitted in Londen

in May (1977) when the head-of states re af firmed their nuclear ties.

The motive force in back of nation state nuclear decisions, then, is

not the certainty that nuclear power will take a heavy toll of human life and
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of nuclear fuels will not be interrupted to those nations grown dependent upon

U.S. shipments, that the fission option will be enlarged as a means of dealing

with the world's (including its own) energy crisis, and that the United States

will return to a policy of championing the cause of human rights throughout the

world.

In general, this policy has met wi .n aporoval by the nuclear haves and

suspicion by the nuclear ha,ve-nots, with attitudes being shaped according to

the nuclear pecking order.

Among the nuclear have nations it now appears that ,b,erican-Russian weapons

strength will be negotiated downward, that the terms of reactor sales e.1d operation

will be formalized and that some gains in human f reedom will be sanctioned,

especially in Clack Africa where they would be realized anyway with er without

Big Poser intervention.

But not everything is ccming up rosy. On the down side of the nuclear

equation, the Jananese have threatened to fire up their experimental breeder

reactor (in response to American cautions against so doino) thereby taking the

world one step further into an unmanageable and unliveable plutonium future;

the French and Germans continue to push their nuclear deals in Pakistan, Iran

aaJ Brazil, a harbinger of nuclear politics-to-cone; and widespread resistance

to nuclear technology grows on both sides of the Atlantic.

Thus, what at first blush looks like genuine diplomatic breakthroughs to

peace, freedom and nuclear sanity, on more sober reflection turns out to be

nothing of the kind.

From a global perscective, wha t the world will gain from limited weapons

reductions and a more rationalized and institutionalized nuclear reactor policy
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This latter cpportunity has now been provided by the nuclear powers'

careless export of nuclear reactors and nuclear technologies as a way of meet-

ing the world's inflated energy demands and-of keeoing their own overheated

economies going.

Having democratized and oversold thei r nuclear technologies so that every-

one -- the disorganized and the organized alike -- can both use and abuse atemic

energy, the nuclear powers have de-stabilized the nation-state system, causing

the pressure for greater social control to rise even further.

Iluclear reactor proli feration, then, has intensified the terms of the

nuclear dilemma. It has created the need, and with it the demand, for more

extensive and more direct controls over the everyday lives of people in ways

they could never anticipate as long as nuclear problems were confined to a

limited number of governments and elites, and it has quickened and deepened

the drive toward lioerty and equality on the part .of non-nuclear nation-states

and citizens, both of whom perceive the control mechanisms that invariably

accompany the atom.

The most urgent call for greater nuclear controls has come from the

United States. Faced with rising opposition to nuclear power and alarmed

at both the soaring costs of the arms race and the cotential negative conse-

quences of the uncontrolled sale and operation of "ecctors in what it con-

siders unstable and technologically immature nations, the Carter Administration

has moved for a swi f t nuclear weapons accord wi th the Soviets, deferred -- but

not wholly abandoned -- its commitment to the breeder reactor, and declared its

intention of oreventing 9e nuclear have-not nations frem using their potential

or newly-accui red nuclear techniques to make atonic bom s.

And on a related fecnt, in order to dispel fears that its mcves are designed

to maintain American nuclear sucremacy, it has moved to nuarantee that sucplies
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to be, inimical to human survival.

The first of these is what physicist Alvin Weinberg has thought of as the

need for " eternal vigilance" to guard against the prospect of nuclear war,

accident and terror. .something which ordinary people experience as totalitarian.

rule; and the second, is the necessity of limiting the number of nuclear players

and containing their actions so that nuclear outcomes can be predicted. .there-.

by assuring that people living within nuclear natior.-states and the nation-state

system itself is (and are) neither equal nor free.

The parzdox, then, generates the very conflict which the nuclear option

must avoid.

Historically, the introduction of nuclear weapons into the human com-

munity has been greeted with enty and resentment by nation-states seeking

equality and/or independence.

Early in the game of global nuclear power politics, the nuclear "have-not"

nations concluded that Soviet-American nuclear weapons dominance placed them in

a position of dependency which might be partially overcome by playing off the

fears of one nuclear superpower against the other.

Accordingly, the non nuclear nations used the big-cower nuclear weapons

stalemate to transform their own econcmies and/or to build up their own non-

nuclear military systems, usually with Big Power assistance.

Rarely, however, were concessions frem nuclear " haves" considered as ends

in themselves. Instead, the', were seen as stepping-stones toward achieving

de facto nation-state an: anomy and equality -- minimally, by capitalizing on

the balance of terror stand off; mere remotelv, by securing an ecuivalent to

full nuclear parity.
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Moral Ambivalence and the Paradox
of duclear Pcwer*

- Mark Reader

There is a new dynamic at work in hu. nan af fairs. Ironically, it marks the

culmination of a paradox built into the Nuclear Age, fatal to humankind and only

recently become critical with the spread of nuclear technologies around the world.

The paradox is this: nuclear power creates the unattainable and undesirable

need for permanent and total tocial control as a means of avoiding nuclear catas-

trophe while at the same time generating those counterforces unich prevent its

realization.

Whether in the form of nuclear weapons or as wastes produced in the opera-

tion of nuclear reactors, fission power's highly-toxic, extremely long-lasting

payload requires people who use it to lead lives where contingency and error are

banished forever ... hardly a human possibility.

On tne most negative siJe of the nuclear paradox, the presence of atomic

weapons in the human community already has led to the rise of authoritarian

regimes in Western democracies, retarded the cause of human liberty in the Soviet

Union, and established stultifying U.S.--U.S.S.R. hegemony in world politics.

An'd more recently, as nuclear reactors have begun to proliferate around the

earth, the pressure for total social control has increased ano become universal-

ized, moving out of mcre limited political and governmental circles and into

communities-at-large.

Nuclear proliferation is becoming the world's number one sccial problem.

From tne onset of tne auclear Age, the controls demanced by the nuclear

paradox have required two social arrangements wnich have been, and will continue

"An October 1977 paper based on oral remarks presented en April 22, 1977 and
October 4, 1977 at uepartment of Political Science colloquia, Arizona State
bniversity. Reprinted in part as "The Social Fallout of ..uclear Power," Uld,
(flarch 16,197d) .


